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Woodbridge’s Annual Auction will be on September 21st!

This is a chance to buy and sell motorcycles, dirt bikes, ATV’s, scooters, watercraft, boats, trailers,
mowers, and more. You can find a good starter bike, project bike, or possibly even a collector bike.

(703) 497-1500 For More Information

10a - 5p • 14105 Telegraph Rd Woodbridge, VA 22192 • Professional auctioneer
MAY

MYRTLE BEACH
SPRING RALLY
MAY 10- 19 2019
Thunder in the Smokies
Spring Rally
May 3, 2019, 11:00am to May
5, 2019, 3:00pm. 3374 Soco Rd,
Maggie Valley, NC 28751 https://

www.ThunderInTheSmokies.com

2019 MotoAmerica
Championship of Virginia
Sat, May 4, 8a - Sun, May 5, 6p
Virginia International Raceway
1245 Pine Tree Road, Alton, VA 24520
VIR is honored to be one of only
ten venues across the United States
to host a 2019 MotoAmerica Road
Racing weekend. Event includes Superbike/Superstock 1000, Supersport
and Superstock 600 races. Too much
more to list here. Now in its third
season, MotoAmerica is revitalizing
motorcycle road racing.

2nd Annual VFW Auxiliary
“Show Your Patriotism”
Motorcycle Run

Sat, May 18, 9a – NOON
VFW Auxiliary Melvin Rosson 8356
1658 VFW Road, West Point, Virginia
23181
- continued -

- Continued Sunday June 9: Post Vintage Motocross, Sign-up, 7:00-8:30am; rider’s
meeting, 8:30am; practice, 9:00am;
racing 10:00am.
Next Gen Motocross, Sunday: Signup, 7:00-8:30am; rider’s meeting,
8:30am; practice, 9:00am; racing
3RD ANNUAL SOUTH CENbegins, 10:00am.
https://www.ahrma.org
TER BIKE FEST
JUNE
- continued https://www.facebook.com/
events/300756680508691 for more
information. Proceeds go to support
charities selected by this VFW.

JUNE 6-8 2019

Help raise money to ease the finan27th Mid-Atlantic Women’s
cial burden of local cancer victims in
Motorcycle Rally
Southside Virginia. All money raised Jun 20 at 8 AM – Jun 22 at 11:55
kept local. Proceeds donated to
PM
Mecklenburg County Cancer AssociHoliday Inn & Suites
ation and Barksdale Cancer FoundaFront Royal Blue Ridge Shadows
tion. They help locals with expenses
111 Hospitality Drive,
during treatments. Please enjoy this
Front Royal, VA 22630
weekend and support a great cause in
your community.
Join us for our 27th annual all
CONTACT INFO:
women motorcycle rally in Front
info@southcentralbikefest.org
Royal, VA. Rides, workshops,
http://www.southcentralbikefest.org

National Vintage MX Series

Lake Sugar Tree MX Park
400 Movie Movers East, Axton, VA
24054
Friday June 7: Open practice available
until 3:00pm. Gates close at 11pm.
Saturday June 8: Vintage Motocross,
Sign-up, 7:00-8:30am; rider’s meeting, 8:30am; practice, 9:00am; racing
10:00am.
- Continued -

games, meals and fun!!
MAWMR raises funds to support
women with the challenges of
cancer.
Currently we support H.O.P.E.
and Pink Out both 501c(3) charities that support women and
their families nationwide.
https://www.facebook.com/
events/1510709419075837 or go
to www.mawmr.org,
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A community of hope and support starts with your vehicle.
Kidney disease affects thousands of families every day.
It’s a constant fight for normalcy and requires a strong
support-system. Your vehicle has the power to provide
longevity for someone in need and further the National
Kidney Foundation's efforts to be a source of guidance and
comfort – a community of hope – for all kidney patients.

Donate
your
vehicle
oryour
make
a general
This
holiday
season,
donate
vehicle
or make
a general contribution
changeaa life.
life!
contribution
to helpto
change
kidney.org/support/kidneycars

© 2018 Insurance Auto Auctions, Inc. All rights reserved. The content and images included in this publication may not be
reproduced or used in any manner without the express written permission of Insurance Auto Auctions, Inc.
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Motorcycling is sometimes a dangerous activity. We very strongly
encourage all riders to contact the Motorcycle Safety Foundation (1800-446-9227) for the location of their nearest rider safety training
course. Ride safe!
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- LETTER FROM THE EDITOR It is the dawn of a new day as I write this. The coffee aroma is drifting through the house. The
first shades of daylight are searching through our woods for bits of darkness to catch unaware and send
further into hiding. I sometimes sit and watch as the colors are revealed and the light spreads upon the
grounds here and there and climbs trees and shrubs. All will soon be revealed, the day’s doings will be
underway. Things will be done and left undone, some finished and some not. And the dark will once
again come to return the favor and chase away the daylight in order that we may prepare for the next
cycle. Our industry has cycles too. It is no secret the cycle has been a little dark lately.
Many factors hold sway over our participants, who in turn hold sway over our industry. One factor that has captured my attention as of late is the dawning phenomenon of electric motorcycles. These
newest efforts are searching for more than a niche. They have a real desire to become mainstream.
Their cycle is still truthfully in the R&D stage, although at least one company, Zero Motorcycles,
actually produces a real and workable and so far, fully reliable and competitive in every aspect
motorcycle suitable for daily use. That is to say, each of these companies are still working feverishly to
refine and redefine the product and what consumers envision when the words electric motorcycle are
used and just who those consumers are likely to be. More on this later.
This is the magical part of the cycle for me. Now is the time when scientific and technological
innovation and marketing and public relations will meld into an awesome machine. I’m predicting and
indeed expecting electric motorcycles to create their own version of the Superbike Era of the 70’s and
80’s! This will increase awareness of motorcycles in general and the entire industry will benefit from the
current mainline manufacturers to accessory producers To...well... everything associated with motorcycles, including the insurance companies. This brings us to the International Motorcycle Shows,
Progressive Insurance and Discover The Ride.
Everyone in these companies worked hard to put
on a first rate show against many unfavorable
conditions and they succeeded. Discover The Ride
(DTR) revealed some very interesting data my
team has been given access to. That data does not
reveal the sheer genius of DTR being electric bicycle and electric motorcycle based. Genius is not
measurable in numbers and charts, but if it were
this would be off the charts. DTR included children who donned the proper gear and rode electric bicycles - essentially little motorcycles - on an
indoor track in front of and with their parents and
family, friends and peers. These young minds were
already prepped by our society to accept the idea
of a ‘green” two wheeler. Add in youthful enthusiasm and parental supervision. The mold is cast.
The next generation is on it’s way to your store
front as we speak. And oh, gee, mom and dad,
looky here. It’s the grown up version of DTR and
you can ride a real electric motorcycle too! Thank
you IMS, Progressive, DTR and Zero Motorcycles.
WWW.MOTORCYCLETIMES.COM

NOTICE

NEWS AND EVENTS ARE NOW ONLINE
TOO! GO TO OUR WEBSITE
www.motorcycletimes.com
AND CLICK OR TAP
NEWS

EVENTS

We added this feature to consistently bring you
the most current News and Events as you have
requested. This will also ensure more views for
each of your events in a broader area.
Please continue to send us your events and
local news for consideration.
Thank you for helping us meet your needs.
SEND TO:
mjmpublishing2017@gmail.com
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SPECIAL GUEST CONTRIBUTION

ADVENTURES WITH URALS IN THE LAND OF SHEBA
By Clive Denby and Dave Saunders
I flew to Addis Ababa, Ethiopia in October 1987 to undertake three years of teaching biology
and geography in an international school. It was there I met Dave, a fellow teacher who was also
new to the school. After just a couple of months Dave came back to our shared flat with a big white
motorbike, over which I drooled. It really was a case of “It’s not fair, I want one too”. And so I had
my way - I bought mine which was army surplus some weeks later through a sort of local Arthur Daly,
who ‘gets things done’. It turned out that these Urals were pretty much the preserve of the police and
military and that we were the only civilians at that time riding them.
My first journey was from the centre of Addis to the school, about 6 km distant and I was
gripped with fear as I had never driven a large bike and was also now driving on the right. That was
easier than I had anticipated but negotiating roundabouts was tricky for a while Dave was more of a
biker than I, my own experience being limited to a Honda 50 at university and a Bantam 100 which I
had for three weeks before it got stolen.
The Ural 650cc was first produced in 1941, made on the lines of the BMW R71and for the
purpose of having a sidecar attached. It is Russian built, shaft driven, and has twin carb’s. Mine was
still in its wooden crate caked in grease and had military green livery so I had it sprayed white and had
the black saddle re-covered in white leather and the rear of the saddle stepped.
Dave and I took our first trip down to the East African Rift
Valley and stayed at a campsite right next to Lake Langano
(where the school conducted biology and geography field trips).
This is one of the many Rift Valley lakes situated in this great
chasm in the Earth-s crust. The attraction for me to visit the lake
and its environs was that I had long been (and still am) a keen
ornithologist and Ethiopia excels in its diversity of birdlife
In those days, crash helmets were not required by law and it
was exhilarating cruising out on the open road with the hot wind
blowing in one’s face - it was like having your face turned to a hairdryer. We wore sunshades as a
protection against insects crashing into our faces (some of the beetles were as large as gobstoppers).
Nonetheless we had to be careful, even though our bikes would only do about 85kph. Potholes were
potentially lethal, and Dave and I took it in turns to go in front to look out for them and signal to the
rear driver. I once came close to hitting a confused ostrich running around in tight circles on the road
and there was always the risk of cattle by the roadside as the grass was greener there.
Before setting off we had filled a 25 litre jerry can with petrol
as it was rationed, and fuel stations were very few and far between.
Some of our students’ parents received petrol coupons as part of
their contracts but did not always use them all, so students would
ask if Mr. Saunders or Mr. Denby needed coupons that coming
week-end - they were a huge help. There were occasions when we
bought petrol on the black-market which cost quite a bit more but
got us out of several scrapes. In addition to not having helmets, we
also did not have licenses for these big bikes. We took a chance
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NEW FORMAT: BRITISH • EUROPEAN • JAPANESE
NEW LOCATION: MOUNT AIRY, MARYLAND

– SUNDAY –

MAY 19
–2 0 19 –

formerly

ВRITISH, EUROPEAN

FEATURED MARQUE:

Ride your bike on the Right Tracks !
It’s Safer and More FUN than you can imagine !
Advanced Rider Training ! Improve your skills with
hours of instruction and quality track time !
From street rider to racer, our programs and friendly
coaches will teach you how to handle the curves !

AND JAPANESE

We proudly conduct our track days and schools
at Summit Point Motorsports Park in WV
and NCBIKE in Garysburg NC!

CLASSIC MOTORCYCLE

SHOW & SWAP MEET

Learn to be a racer ! Take our Road Racing School !
Accredited by CCS, WERA, AHRMA

MOUNT AIRY, MARYLAND
CARNIVAL GROUNDS
ADMISSION: $10 • VENDOR SPACES $40
10:00 am to 4:00 pm • RAIN OR SHINE

Have FUN !
Learn to Ride Smooth, Safe and Fast !

S A N C T I O N E D

FOR ALL CLASSIC BRITISH, EUROPEAN AND JAPANESE MOTORCYCLES BUILT THROUGH 1983

www.classicmotorcycleday.org

photo by Tom O’Connor

May 12 Sun Shenandoah Circuit
Mother’s Day
May 13 Mon Summit Point Raceway + Racing School
June 1
June 2

Sat
Sun

NCBIKE, Garysburg, NC
NCBIKE

June 16 Sun Shenandoah Circuit
Father’s Day
June 17 Mon Summit Point Raceway + Racing School
July 4

Thu

Summit Point Raceway Celebrate! ! ! ! !

July 20
July 21

Sat
Sun

NCBIKE
NCBIKE

Go to MotorcycleXcitement.com
Roger Lyle 301-933-2599
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ENGINE PERFORMANCE CONVERSIONS
TRANSMISSION UPGRADES • EXHAUST/EFI TUNING
WIDE TIRE KITS • TIRES & COMPUTER BALANCING
TRIKES • HANDLEBARS • CUSTOM PAINTWORK
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THE WANDERER
How many of you are old enough to remember the song by Dion entitled “The Wanderer”? OK, so it was released in 1961 and I was only a
small child when it was new, yet this song managed to reach out to me
decades later and find a special relevance for my heart. While the song
is mostly about Dion moving away from commitments to pretty girls
in his car, it still spoke volumes to this biker and his wanderlust.
Years ago I had a large touring bike that I rode endlessly; it’s gone now,
a victim of divorce. Back in the day, I toured across the United States and all of the lower provinces
of Canada on that bike. Yet for all of the miles I racked up on long-range journeys, I am sure I put on
more miles just wandering around within a few hours of my home. One summer I stumbled onto this
song in a collection of oldies that I bought on cassette and it became an instant favorite. I connected
with it so much that I had The Wanderer pinstriped on the trunk of that bike.
See, I love to ride. I don’t need any destination or place to be going—just two wheels, a tank full
of gas, a few hours of free time, and I am outta here. Much like the song says, I wander around and
around, cruising through small towns, farmlands, and mountains. Never stopping long enough to
make any commitments, just to buy gas, a cold drink, and wander off again. Does this sound familiar
to you? Go look in the mirror and if you have the soul of a biker, you will see that spark of wanderlust
in your eye.
That wanderlust leads us on those much anticipated and fondly remembered long tours. It has
also caused me to ride in ever-widening concentric circles of exploration from the base camp that is my
garage. Each time I moved, it began again, that wandering around, riding every local road I saw just
to find out where it led. I mean you just gotta know where those roads go, don’t you? In short order of
moving into a new home, I would know the local roads like the back of my hand. In my Jersey days,
the series of moves were always headed farther away from the big city and traﬃc and toward the areas
I loved to wander in. It was only a matter of time before I knew the whole northern part of the state
by heart. Creating an endless play list of roads that I could shuﬄe in ever-changing order, I wandered
away the day, the weekend, or any amount of time I had free.
Like a favorite passage in a much-loved piece of music that you rewind to hear again, I would
wander to certain roads just for a particular curve or set of curves and ride those repeatedly, purely to
enjoy the thrill. You’re smiling now, aren’t you? We all collect those special discoveries from our wanderings and revisit them on our bike or in our daydreams. We wanderers collect trophy roads, and
while we share some, we hoard others like moto-pack rats lest they become crowded and the charm is
lost.
My last move has placed me in one of the places I wandered through repeatedly on long-range
tours. Here I am well into that collecting stage in my beloved mountains of western North Carolina
and eastern Tennessee. Some areas are already tattooed in my mind, yet there are roads that still need
to be explored . . . aahhh, so many roads and so little time, just the way I like it. The circle will grow
ever wider until I know all the roads better than a local. Although it will take longer these days with
my schedule, I look at it as making the fun last longer.
The joys inherent in this micro-discovery of an area are making me reconsider how I plan my
long-distance tours. I used to just start with an open slate and a long-distance goal, ride from New Jersey to Los Angeles, head to Canada, and then ride home. Or, take a few weeks and roll through vast arWWW.MOTORCYCLETIMES.COM

eas and see the broad strokes of the natural landscape, sampling the local food and folks wherever any
days ride ended. That is wandering on a nationwide scale, and I am sure I will do that again. Yet now I
think I want to try picking a place and spending a few days tracing the concentric circles of exploration
from a base camp there. I can’t live in all parts of this great country in one lifetime, but maybe I can get
to know a few more parts like the back of my hand. So, if you see me riding, seemingly aimlessly, in
your neck of the woods, I am not lost; I’m just being the wanderer.
Ballistic Bananas
Bananas are not one of the first things to come to mind in a discussion of hot foods, but this hot-rod
dessert will convince you otherwise. John Dalmas hit the mark with his Viewer Recipe Contest ingredient suggestion of bananas. I love a challenge, and this was just the thing, a chance to put the fire
where you would least expect it. Just add these to your next banana splits and watch your tongue burn
rubber to get to the ice cream.

BALLISTIC BANANAS
6 TABLESPOONS UNSALTED BUTTER
1 FRESH HABANERO PEPPER
STEMMED, SEEDED AND HALVED

BALLISTIC BANANAS

4 RIPE BANANAS
PEELED AND HALVED LENGTHWISE

In a large sauté pan, melt the
butter over a medium heat. Ad
d
the habanero and sauté for 1
minute. Add the bananas and
sauté for 2 to 4 minutes, or un
til they begin to brown. Turn
the bananas over and sauté on
the other side. While the bananas are sautéing, move the
habanero pieces around them;
this will help make them all
equally ballistic.
Discard the habanero and serv
e warm with some whipped
cream or ice cream as a coun
terpoint to the fire
in the bananas.

BUILD YOUR OWN
BANANA SPLITS

MAKES 4 SERVINGS

Surf Biker Billy at - http://www.bikerbilly.com
Watch Biker Billy on You Tube at - http://www.youtube.com/user/BBCWF
Follow Biker Billy on Twitter at http://www.twitter.com/Biker_Billy
Join Biker Billy on Facebook - https://www.facebook.com/BikerBillyCooksWithFire/
Read the Blog at - http://www.bikerbilly.com/blog/
Column copyright Bill Hufnagle 2019. Recipe reprinted with permission from “Biker Billy Cooks with Fire”, published
by Whitehorse Press, Center Conway, New Hampshire copyright Bill Hufnagle 1995, 2004.
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ROLLING PHYSICS PROBLEM
FINDING THE GROOVE

The 2019 Zero Motorcycles SR/F Shows the Way Forward for Electric
Motorcycles
The first time I turned the throttle wide open on a Zero electric motorcycle, I was instantly sure that the entire
world of motorcycling had changed forever. Abe Askenazi, who is The Zero Motorcycle Company’s Chief Technical
Officer (CTO), had exactly the same experience.
I recently had the experience of a long talk with both Abe and his colleague, Dan Quick, who is Zero’s Senior
Manager of Marketing Communications, and that conversation convinced me that Zero’s newest motorcycle, the 2019
Zero SR/F, is a reflection of the souls and aspirations of a team of engineers and designers whose love for motorcycling
is at least as strong as is my own.
My transformative and relativistic Zero experience was in the context of a test I did for Motorcycle Times.
Zero had provided me with a loan of one of their DSR motorcycles, a dual sport motorcycle featuring a 116 foot/pound
electric motor driving a narrow, tautly suspended frame. The sportbike dealer who had delivered it to me advised me to
treat it with utmost respect – advise I heeded by poking around in the bike’s ‘Eco’ mode for a few days until I thought
I’d developed a feel for the thing. When, at last, I was as ready as I was ever likely to get, I switched the bike into
its ‘Sport’ output mode, I immediately discovered I was in no way ready. Any internal combustion engine requires
throttles to open, air to move through intakes, fuel to vaporize, revs to spin up, before real power is unleashed. The
Zero’s Z-force R specification motor has no such lag. Power is immediate, and overwhelming. Your prior motorcycling
experience and skills are not prepared for such a fundamental change in the character of how motive power is delivered.
Electrics require none of that – one applies electricity and there is immediate, monstrous power. If gas powered bikes
are all you’ve ever ridden, you’re just not ready for it. It’s a literal illustration of a Rolling Physics Problem – one
millisecond you’re in one place, force is applied, and you’re instantly displaced in space and are somewhere else.
The first time I dropped the hammer on the Zero, I was instantly, totally hooked.
Abe Askenazi had worked in a number of increasingly responsible engineering management roles for the Buell
Motorcycle Company. Buell, regardless of how successful they may have been in the marketplace, certainly had a
culture of engineering innovation of the highest order. When Harley Davidson decided to end production of Buells
in 2009, Abe understandably decided maybe it was time for a break from the motorcycle business. Out of the blue,
though, his phone rang with an invitation to visit Zero, and to ride their bike. Flash cut to Abe, who opened the throttle,
and whose mind was similarly melted and rearranged. The way he tells it, it was very shortly thereafter that he had his
cell phone in his hand, and was asking “So, Honey, how would you feel about moving to California?”
Once onboard at Zero, Abe set about translating that initial electric rush of power into a fully realized electric
motorcycle that would “transform what motorcycling experience could be”. That transformative motorcycle is the
2019 Zero SR/F. Zero has been through at several major revisions of their powertrain and motorcycle platform. The
first development cycles focused on what Abe described as “what was most relevant – the electric powertrain”. The
DSR that I rode was a fully realized motorcycle is almost every way, but some riders felt it was physically too small,
and that the styling was stealthy enough that it didn’t appeal to motorcyclist’s aesthetics. With the Phase II project
that would become the SR/F, Zero sought to create a complexly clean sheet of paper design that would “make it a real
motorcycle”.
Making their motorcycling Pinocchio ‘A Real Boy’ needed to start with developing an electric motorcycle
design vocabulary. Previous Zeros were trying to look like other motorcycles – beam frames, slabby pseudo-tanks, and
bodywork and battery cases that tried to hide the things that were what made the bike what it was. I’m a motorcycle
classicist, in that the bikes I grow most attached to are the ones where the functional bits are front and center in
the design, where they can be seen and appreciated. The SR/F finally owns its electricalness, and showcases those
components as design elements rather than hiding them.
WWW.MOTORCYCLETIMES.COM

- CONTINUED First, the motorcycle makes us of a steel trellis frame, which, apart from being light and rigid, allows the viewer
to see all of the components that make up the powertrain. Second, the newly upgraded 14.4 kWh battery pack – which
was formerly hidden in a flat black plastic case – is now enclosed in a textured aluminum housing with integrated and
contrasting color heatsinks. The new battery design assists in cell cooling, allows it to be a structurally stresses member,
and makes it a primary design element.
The Zero’s Z-Force 75-10 motor is also similarly on display. The motor’s heatsinks and endcaps are gold anodized,
which makes it pop visually, and it is set off by contrasting black mounting plates. Seen from the side, the bike’s
electric motor is the visual center of the design, which, given the astounding output it
produces, is the center of the bike’s riding experience as well – form follows function.
The bike’s Showa rear suspension is also fully exposed. The ‘tank’ area – used to carry
upgraded battery chargers -- is consistent with modern sportbike design and much
more appealing than previous models. The SR/F also features dual front disk brakes
with radially mounted 4 piston calipers to provide the bike with appropriate stopping
power to complement its stunning acceleration. The overall visual impression is one
of an obviously high performance electric motorcycle – no one will be doubletaking
wondering what powers the SR/F.
(Img – Zero SR/F.jpg : Caption – “Any Questions?”
And what power the SR/F has. The new motor provides 140 foot-pounds of torque right off idle and across the entire
operating rpm range. Getting the greatly increased power out of the motor required an upgraded controller capable of
delivering a full 900 amps of AC power to the motor. And as Abe characterized it, “More power would require more
control…” so the whole bike’s electronic systems are based on completely new operating system - Cypher III – which
supports the open vehicular industry standard Controller Area Network (CAN) CAN Bus.
CAN Bus communications allows the bike to support the state-of-the-art Bosch Motorcycle Stability Control (MSC),
which provides a complete, lean angle sensitive ABS and traction control solution. The SR/F’s programmed ride
modes – Eco, Street, Sport and
Rain – and 4 Traction Control
Modes – Sport, Street, Rain and
Off – can all be customized and
combined independently by the rider
to allow an unprecedented degree of
customization to conditions and rider
preferences.
Cypher III, like previous generation
Zero motor controllers, also provides
user configurable throttle response
and output limits which are as easy
to modulate as any motorcycle I’ve
ever ridden. For an example of
this, you need look no further than
the ‘Discover The Ride’ attraction
involving Zero motorcycles that was
featured at the recent IMS shows.
The output curves of those bikes were
customized to produce a response
curve that was friendly and manageable by people who had never ridden any motorcycle before. During my test of the
previous Zero, I used it to commute through absolutely awful Northern Virginia traffic congestion, including lots of
stop and go, and that accurate throttle control, lack of clutch and transmission, and regenerative braking provided the
easiest riding commuter bike I’ve ever experienced. Want to speed up? – open the throttle – want to slow down? – close
the throttle and use regenerative braking – which uses the engine as a combo brake/battery recharger – a total cinch.
My previous ‘claw hands’ from working my conventional motorcycles in these conditions became a dim memory – the
Zero was the best tool for that job. Make no mistake though – as controllable and tractable as these motors are, one
of the available throttle positions is still WFO, and the rush is such fun and so addicting you will find yourself using it
whenever it’s safe to do so.
Electric motors have inherently faster response to control inputs than internal combustion engines. And Zero’s design
team did everything engineering could do to make sure that the motorcycle it lives in would make maximum use of
that fast response. The FRS has a direct drive powertrain with no transmission – the engine is connected directly to the
rear wheel by a toothed belt. The drive pinion of the motor is located concentrically with the swingarm pivot, so drive
torque and suspension action are completely isolated. So where an internal combustion motorcycle has a response time
to power control inputs in the range of 350-500 milliseconds between input and change at the rear contact patch,
the Zero SR/F’s response time has been measured at 60 milliseconds. - continued 15

ZERO SR/F - CONTINUED This amazingly fast response, combined with the
traction and braking control provided by Bosch’s
Motorcycle Stability Control, allows for levels
of performance, control and safety that likely
exceed what is possible by even the most skilled
human pilot.
(Img – Gravel.jpg Caption : “A Bosch MSC Test
mule on the range – look at the Traction Control
cycle time traces in the loose surface – almost
Carroll Community College offers
magical levels of control”
As we were finishing our conversation, Abe
3 Motorcycle Safety Courses
described shaking down an early production
to meet your needs:
example during a blinding rainstorm. He
• Basic Rider Course & Licensure
described setting the MSC traction controls to
(MDOT MVA approved)
‘Rain’ mode – the highest level of traction control
• Basic Rider Course 2 – License Waiver
intervention, while leaving the motorcycle’s
(MDOT MVA approved)
power setting set in ‘Sport’. On a normal
• ProRider Advanced Motorcycle Skills Training
motorcycle, this is a recipe for disaster. He
REGISTER NOW FOR THE 2019 SEASON
described a sensation of effortless control – the
Classes are offered April – October
bike, he said, “…made me feel like Superman.”
For information, requirements and to register:
I’ve been promised an SR/F for a future test.
www.carrollcc.edu/motorcycle | 410-386-8100
Anybody know where I can buy a cape?
Greg

Motorcycle

104-04-19-0419 APE

Safety Classes
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* VISIT ZEROMOTORCYCLES.COM
FOR FULL SPECIFICATIONS, FUEL
COST COMPARISONS, WARRANTY
INFORMATION AND MODEL LINEUP!

- ALWAYS A HEADWIND Text & Photos by Robert H. Miller, www.backroadbob.com

LACONIA AMA SUPERBIKE RACES
THEN AND NOW...
In its 96th year (and claiming to be the oldest motorcycle event on the planet), what used to be only a Superbike
event on Father’s Day weekend, has been expanded by the AMA to a full week of motorcycle activities. The 2019 event
will be held June 8-16 and includes vintage road racing, charity and memorial rides, stunt shows, live music, antique,
classic, and custom bike shows, sport-bike night, motorcycle demos, cruise to Mount Washington, road racing school,
Pro-Am Hill-climb, AMA Gypsy Tour, swap meet, and Harley-Davidson dealer Open House. The website is https://
laconiamcweek.com. If you go, be certain to visit the Castle-In-The-Clouds at the north end of Lake Winnipesaukee – a
mountaintop chateau built by a wealthy industrialist and completed in 1914 supposedly at a cost of $11 million.

“How much is it going to cost me to get them out?”, I asked. “How
much do you have?’, the smiling trooper replied. At the time, it
only took simple math to calculate my bank balance. All I could
think of was the saying, “Friendship is measured by the price of
the company you keep”. If that’s true, then I was about to be a
hero. It was June 1986 and I was sitting on the shoulder of NH 9,
in Keene, accompanied by a State Police welcoming party. Wow. All these officers just for me. I felt
important. Across the street were two of my riding companions. My one buddy said he thought they
were home free after they ducked down a side road and into the backyard of the first house with an
empty driveway. The only problem was the little old lady inside dialed 911and reported motorcycle
marauders at the back of her house. But what really ticked the troopers off was my other buddy, who
after being stopped, said, “The reason I didn’t pull over sooner was I didn’t know you were there. If I
had known you were trying to catch me, I would have really turned it on”. The officers didn’t like his
attitude one bit.
I should have known from the start it wasn’t going to be a good trip. Early in the morning I
got a call from my high school friend saying the stator on his CX500 Honda Turbo had just quit and
he would be bringing his other turbo, a Mitsubishi. The other turbo bike in the group belonging to
a technical school acquaintance. He was the only one I knew that rode more than me and he got the
most out of his Honda CX650 Turbo. The only thing was, he had some eccentricities. Like his refusal
to sleep in a bed and his adherence to the ideologies of a Canadian Yoga Master whom he visited on
a regular basis. The fourth member of the group was my dad. At the time a 63-year-old grandfather
on a ‘75 Goldwing. The only one I’ve ever seen with scraped valve covers.
He’d been a crazy man in his younger years, but he never talked about it.
Only, occasionally I’ll run into one of his boyhood friends who’ll relate some
outrageous misadventure to justify his legendary status.
We shoved off early for the 500-mile ride to the track, our speed
increasing with the traffic as we approached New York City. NY 17 and
I-87 got us to the good roads in the lower Catskills. In Bennington, VT., the
17

- ALWAYS A HEADWIND - CONTINUED car driver had enough four-wheeling and he begged for a two-wheeler. “Don’t get racing and don’t
be thrashing my new bike”, I told him. Every cop within five states was in the area and my Yamaha
Turbo was less than one year old. Closing the car door, I might have well been pulling the trigger on
a starter’s pistol. No sooner had he turned the key than he was off chasing the Honda 650 Turbo down
VT 9 and across Hogback Mountain.
For the next twenty minutes I cruised 80-90 mph and still couldn’t keep them in sight. I only
got glimpses of them as they crested a distant hill. Then I looked up and saw flashing red lights
in the mirror. “Oh great”, I thought. I pulled over and heard the passing gear kick in as the patrol
car continued accelerating up the mountainside. As I crested the next hill I locked ‘em up for the
roadblock. “Are you with these guys?”, the officer demanded. I wanted to say no, but they were
looking pretty sorry with their handcuffs and long faces. “Yes, I am”, I proclaimed long before Coach
K. It was then that the officer inquired as to my financial status.
After their four-hour interrogation and my visit to every check cashing place in town, they were
bailed out and ordered back in a month for arraignment. I grabbed the keys to my bike and motored
sensibly to our motel in Wolfeboro, a small hamlet across Lake Winnipesaukee from Weirs Beach.
As I cruised down main street, I heard a high-pitched whistle that has always been my father’s calling
card. “Where you guys been?”, he wanted to know, “I’ve been waiting here for hours.” We wanted to
know how he avoided being detained like the other two riders. “Hell”, he said, “They thought I was
just some old man out for a ride. I told them I didn’t know who you were and that you scared me when
you flew by.” We had to laugh, knowing there was a lesson to be learned there somewhere.
The next day was spent relaxing by the lake and renting Jet-Skis after a visit to Western Union.
That afternoon we went to the north end of the lake to see Castle-in-the Clouds, a mountaintop retreat
built in 1911 at a cost of $6 million. In the evening we rode around the lake to the craziness that is
Weirs Beach. After selecting a strategic parking spot along Main Street we witnessed a near riot when
the police arrested a nice young lady that was airing her shirt from the back of a passing Harley. The
chanting crowd of 500+ made the arresting officers nervous so they called in some backup. Everyone
scattered at the sight of 20 patrol cars descending from every direction.
The sideshow at Weirs Beach was entertaining but paled in comparison to what used to go on
at, and near, sixty-year old Bryar Motorsports Park. The late sixties and early seventies saw numerous
outbreaks between established motorcycle gangs escalate into serious injury. This was back when
spectators camped along the roadways surrounding the track. These incidents forced the track owners
to construct ten-foot fencing around the track property in an effort to contain the rowdyisms and
isolate the general public from danger. This had the effect of concentrating the fringe behavior in
one area that quickly became an “enter at your own risk” no man’s land. Most of the stories about
this area, called the “campground”, aren’t printable here but the milder ones involve ransacking
Winnebago’s and torching late-model cars while M-80s and bottle rockets whizzed by. If you ventured
to the track late at night, it looked like the Fourth of July.
But all that changed in 1990 when new owners bought the track and spent heavily on
improvements. It was renamed the New Hampshire International Speedway and included a mile oval
track built to NASCAR standards. Included was a new 1.61-mile, 12 turn road course for sports cars
and motorcycles. Many old-time fans were sorry to see the disappearance of the old track with the
mini-corkscrew that bit quite a few racers over the previous decades, but were pleased with the new
facilities and grandstands. And the emphasis on providing a family atmosphere. Any pre-N.I.S visitor
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will realize an era has passed. There is no tolerance of, shall we say, anti-social behavior. Tattooing
tents have been replaced with professional vendor displays. Everything is bright and clean. The price
for this sanitation has been loss of entertainment. Not the racing kind, the crowd-watching kind.
Even Laconia’s tourism board has joined in the renaissance. The Laconia Motorcycle Rally & Race Week Association is promoting the AMA Superbike event as a ten day
extravaganza prior to the races with bike shows, poker runs and flea markets. But you shouldn’t
go just for the spoon-fed activities. You should go for the roads. The two-lanes surrounding Lake
Winnipesaukee are classic New England fare. Scenic valleys dotted with mountain passes are on
the menu here. Picture postcard towns with white church steeples are connected by deserted State
highways like NH 16 that will take you to 6288’ Mt. Washington as it winds through the heart
of White Mountains National Forest. Only 35 miles away are the shops in Conway or the Maine
coastline. If you’re in hurry, I-87 North to Troy and NY 7 East will get you to Bennington, VT. where
you’ll want to stop for lunch and see the Revolutionary War Memorial. Or, if you prefer the scenic
route, take NY 22 or US 7 to Bennington, both of which become rural roads north of I-84. From
Bennington follow VT 9 to NH 9 and the highway around Concord. Exit on I-395 east of Concord and
turn onto NH 106 to reach Laconia or Weir’s Beach. Farther east on NH 9 you’ll find NH 28 which
takes you to the waterfront motel at Alton Bay. If the crowds at Weir’s Beach are too much, you can
find solitude on the east side of Lake Winnipesaukee in Wolfeboro. With its lake-front cabins, an
oyster bar, seafood restaurant and luncheonette it has everything a weary traveler needs.
Great roads, great racing, and New England scenery. That’s today’s Laconia Motorcycle Week
at N.I.S. What more could you ask for?
Bob

Dedicated to protecting the
rights of injured motorcyclists.
We ride so we understand.
If you’ve been injured, call
the Motorcycle Law Group.

SM

1-800-321-8968
www.MotorcycleLawGroup.com
Licensed in Virginia, West Virginia, North Carolina,
South Carolina and Georgia.
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THE WRITE GRIP

“Mid-Atlantic! Where the wind comes sweepin’ down both lanes”

By Stevie Lynne
As motorcycle riders we all love to be “in the wind”. Lately that phrase seems
to take on a whole new meaning. Last year around this time, heading out for
a ride involved constantly dodging raindrops. Now it seems like every other
week I’m trying to stay upright in extremely heavy wind gusts. Unfortunately,
this weather usually coincides with the garbage collection schedule once or
twice a week, which leads to an annoying round of the how-many-housesaway-will-the-trashcan-be-today game. I don’t remember all these high wind warnings and advisories
occurring as frequently or violently in the past. Actually before I got my own bike, I really didn’t
consider how much the wind could affect a ride. It didn’t take long to learn that lesson.
I’d only been riding my own for a few months and was still on my first bike, a light little Suzuki
Savage 650. When I met up with a buddy for a scenic ride in the country, he mentioned that the
forecast for the afternoon was windy. We decided to head out anyway and although I don’t remember
what speed the gusts were that day, I do recall feeling like the wind could blast me off the road or into
the lane of oncoming traffic. At our first stop my friend asked how I was doing. Trying to keep my
voice from shaking, I told him I didn’t mean to be melodramatic but I was truly scared of the wind
pushing me into losing control of the bike. It was a huge relief when he reassured me that even with
a heavier bike and more riding experience, he wasn’t comfortable either. Luckily, the breezes slowed
throughout a lunch break and had gotten much more manageable before it was time to head home.
Several years and another bike later, I was again caught by surprise on a blustery afternoon. This
time, the ride to work on my Sportster had been relaxing. The return home however, was quite a
different story thanks to unexpected gusts from 45 to 50 mph. I tried to stick to the backroads in the
woods where there was a little more shelter. Inevitably, a break in the tree line would send me out
into the open again to be walloped with another gale. I weebled and wobbled for a good 30 minutes,
wondering part of the time if the driver of the van behind me was going to call the police and report
me as a suspected DWI! Laughing about it afterwards at a local bike night, a bunch of friends teased
me and said I probably wouldn’t like riding in the plains or flat parts of Texas. One buddy reminisced
about a day-long trip he’d taken, spending the whole time leaning into the wind almost sideways to
keep from being blown away. I can’t imagine.
Still, I dream of eventually getting the opportunity to take a cross country trip- different weather
included as it’s part of the adventure of different sights. This season, to one extreme or another I’m
sure we’ll get lots of practice riding in all kinds of conditions here closer to home. Practice makes
perfect? I’d say any ride makes for practice that IS perfect!
Stevie rides a Heritage Softail, is an ABATE member, and resides in the Capital Region of Maryland. Originally from Virginia, and after living in Pennsylvania for a time, she loves exploring the roads of the Mid-Atlantic and beyond on the Heritage. Stevie was an on-air radio personality for over twenty-ﬁve years, and is
happy to be sharing tales as a part of the Motorcycle Times family.
if you enjoyed her column please send her an email. Stevie Lynne receives comments at:
thewritegrip2017@gmail.com
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Two Tire Tirade
Frozen Traces Of Carnage And The Moment Of Slowness
ROBERT HUNT
Editor’s Note: This is a reprint from Rob’s blog. I liked it so much we decided to run it anyway. It is timely and captures
a feeling so many of us know all too well! Let Rob know what you thought and read more at twotiretirade.wordpress.
com
A few days ago, I got my cycle out for a short jaunt.  It was a sunny February day and the snow had melted and there was no ice on the roads, it felt safe to ride.  Given the melancholy bleakness of winter, it felt like a hot
summer August day.  Weather can be a matter of perspective.  I went to school in Buffalo, NY where it rained and or
snowed 6 days of the week.  Snow drifts the size of houses are a normal occurrence in Western, NY and the snow
will last from November through March.  This Sunny February day felt like the Bahamas, but the reality was that it was
about 40 degrees.
It felt good to ride again.  I recently did a bunch of maintenance on my ride and she felt nimble and ready to pounce.  
As I was rounding a corner, I saw a golf course sprinkler system watering the greens.  There was a brisk westerly
wind pushing tiny droplets of water away from the golf course and onto the road.  I automatically knew that given the
temperature outside that the mist accumulating on cold tarmac would translate into a caustic situation.  The fact that I
was riding on a brand-new front tire did not help the situation (Always Be Careful on New Tires).  I was already in the
curve and without thinking, I tried to upright my bike before going into the wet pavement because I felt that it may be
ice.  I am not right often but this time I was, that golf course sprinkler mist turned that corner into black ice carnage.
As soon as I hit the patch of water, I felt my tires sliding out of control and that is when my brain went into slow
motion.  It’s like you’re thinking in normal speed but everything in your environment is moving at a snail pace.  This
has not happened to me since Iraq. In combat situations, sometimes things just slow down. Do you remember in the
movie Saving Private Ryan when Tom Hanks is on Omaha Beach on D-Day and everything just goes in slow motion,
that is what it was like.
The funny thing is the first thought in my mind was the safety of my new Bell Helmet.  It’s such a gorgeous
helmet and the thought of it bouncing off the road chipping paint was just to horrific to contemplate.  Then I thought
of wanting steak and eggs with white toast, eggs done over easy fashion.  Then I pondered my wife’s reaction, she
would be so angry at me.  I imagined being in a coma and having my wife lecture me for 43 hours straight on the
dangers of motorcycling.  Trapped in a coma listening to anti motorcycling propaganda sounded almost as bad as
damaging my new slick painted retro lid.  My last thought I remembered was hoping the dogs would be ok outside if I
did not make it home till my kids got back from school.  The beasts are inside dogs and it was a little chilly and hoped
they would not be cold. Then as soon as it happened the cycle righted its self and I was off the ice driving safely forward.  The moment lasted less than a second, but it felt like 4 minutes. After further reflection, I am not sure about my
contemplative priorities while getting ready to crash on the motorway. Luckily the crash never happened but it makes
me think that we could all be only one second away from a life changing moment.  Cherish the time you have on two
wheels when you can get it and always let your loved ones know how much you care for them.
I don’t fear crashing as much as I fear not being able to ride.

Rob Hunt has been riding since 2001 when he bought his first Yamaha for $800. He has been addicted to riding ever
since. Rob currently rides a 2018 Royal Enfield Himalayan but has never met a bike he didn’t like. Rob is married and
has two teen sons and works as Unit Manager in the corporate sector. He received his B.A. in History from Buffalo
State College and loves to combine his interest in history with his passion of riding and writing about the experiences.
After college Rob volunteered for two years with AmeriCorps National Civilian Community Corps. After a tour in Iraq
with the United States Army, Rob started writing and began scribing his own blog which primarily focused on the joy
of Riding Motorcycles. Rob has been to every state in the continental United States and his current goal is to ride to
Alaska in the next two years then go to and ride Hawaii on a motorcycle rental.
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MOTORCYCLE INDUSTRY FINALLY POISED FOR COMEBACK
IMS, DTR, STACYC AND ZERO LEADING THE WAY

We’ve received the Progressive International Motorcycle Shows (IMS) data from surveys taken
of the participants of the IMS Discover The Ride initiative. They revealed up to 81 percent of currently non-motorcycle-licensed consumers who experienced the thrill of two-wheels in the New Rider
Course at the IMS plan to follow through and get their motorcycle license. Of those 64 percent were
under the age of 35. The combined findings suggest there is a high percent of youth interested in joining the motorcycle industry. Here is the inside scoop!

Recent Motorcycle Survey Finds an Astonishingly High Number of Youth
Plan to Start Riding
New Data From IMS’ Discover the Ride Initiative Reveals a Hopeful Future for the Motorcycle Industry

Santa Monica, Calif. (April 19, 2019) – The Progressive® International Motorcycle Shows® (IMS), the
industry leader for connecting powersports’ top brands with enthusiasts and buyers, today announced
data gathered from survey feedback provided by participants of IMS’ Discover The
Ride initiative, which found that 81 percent of currently non-motorcycle-licensed
consumers who experienced the thrill of two-wheels on the program’s New Rider
Course plan to get their motorcycle license. Of those non-licensed riders, 64 percent
were under the age of 35. The combined findings suggest there is a high percent of
youth interested in joining the motorcycle industry.

ABOUT

Discover the Ride, which launched during the 2018/2019 IMS tour and has since
hit seven major cities throughout the nation as well as the 2019 Dallas-Fort Worth
(DFW) Auto Show, is the only approachable motorcycling experience designed to give
non-motorcycle-licensed consumers the experience of riding in a safe and controlled
environment. The interactive program, which includes the New Rider Course, The
Kids Zone, educational seminars within New To 2, and a dyno and wheelie experience, was specifically designed to introduce riding motorcycles to consumers of all
ages in an effort to counteract the industry’s high barriers of entry.
“It is important for the motorcycle industry to recognize there is a deep pool of potential riders, especially within the younger generation, as Discover the Ride’s data suggests,” said Tracy Harris, Senior
Vice President, Powersports, Informa. “Discover the Ride does a fantastic job providing a quick and
accessible opportunity for non-riders to experience the rush of two wheels.

FOLLOW THROUGH

The program takes the next step in converting non-riders by providing continued education and resources to those interested through New to 2, a series of online videos and live presentations educating
new riders on the world of motorcycling, plus guidance from Total Control Training which provides
tailored information on how and where they can get their motorcycle license.”

METHOD

The Discover the Ride feedback, provided by non-motorcycle-licensed participants, was contributed by over
2,000 consumers spanning Long Beach, New York, Dallas, Cleveland, Minneapolis, Washington D.C., and Chicago. In addition to its presence at each stop of the 2018/2019 IMS tour, Discover the Ride’s feature at the DFW
Auto Show resulted in a comprehensive dataset pulling from both industry and non-industry consumers.
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RESULTS

Additional key highlights from the Discover the Ride survey feedback are as follows:
•Across the seven IMS tour stops throughout the nation and the DFW Auto Show, over 6,800 consumers participated in Discover the Ride.
•47 percent of all non-motorcycle-licensed Discover the Ride and New Rider Course participants were
female.
•More than 2,340 kids rode StaCyc bikes in The Kids Zone.
•The kids the minimum age/weight is 3 years to 75 pounds
•Total non-riders that did the course = 2,008
•Females: 842
•Males: 1,166
“The motorcycle industry has struggled with Millennials and Gen X’ers not entering the market at
the same rate as baby boomers are aging out,” said Robert Pandya, Team Manager, Discover the Ride.
“Thus, it is critical for the future of motorcycling that current industry leaders come together to bring
approachable opportunities for the next generation, as well as under-served demographics, to experience and get on board with riding. As the nation’s largest consumer motorcycle tour, IMS is currently
leading that effort with Discover the Ride.”
IMS is dedicated to increasing new ridership; as a follow-up to the on site Discover the Ride
initiative, IMS will be reaching out to the non-motorcycle-licensed riders interested in obtaining their
license to further provide the tools they need to start their journey.

LEARN MORE

• www.motorcycleshows.com • http://www.motorcycleshows.com/discover-ride •
• http://www.motorcycleshows.com/content/ims-news • https://stacyc.com/ (kid’s electric bicycles) •
• https://www.yamahabicycles.com/ (full size electric bicycles) •
• Connect with IMS (#RidersUnite): • Facebook • Twitter • Instagram •

EDITOR’S WRAP UP

If you run a dealership, shop or
host a motorcycle event maybe
you could reach out in a similar
way. Use the same methods.
Connect with the electric bicycle distributors, get some hay
bales, arrange for your local safety instructors to attend and add
these festivities to your friendly
local neighborhood bike night,
Saturday ride or Poker Run. Perhaps even hold regular dedicated monthly events to introduce
kids and older new riders to the
thrills of being on two wheels.
How long can you afford not to
cultivate your sales area?
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UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

®

ride kids
for

Motorcycle Charity
Ride Benefiting

RIDE WITH US TO CURE KIDS' BRAIN TUMORS!

EASTERN PENNSYLVANIA

SUNDAY, SEPT. 15, 2019
Online Registration: $40
Day-of Registration: $45
rideforkids.org/eastpenn

The Event Center by Cornerstone
46 N Sugan Road
New Hope, PA 18938

Help stop the deadliest disease facing our country's children
and you could win a new Honda motorcycle!*
Thank you to our
presenting sponsor
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*Check rideforkids.org for official
drawing rules. Drawing void where
prohibited or restricted by law.

SPECIAL GUEST CONTRIBUTION
- continued from page - 8
in the early days but that situation could not prevail for long, so Dave tweaked our copied U.K.
licenses and we exchanged them for Ethiopian ones. There were no provisions anyway for taking large
motorbike tests which probably explained the lack of big bikes.
On a later trip down to Langano we ventured off-road for which these bikes were definitely not
designed. The engines grew hotter and hotter and we were lucky not to have serious problems. We
made it back to the main road and went to a garage to fuel up, using our ill-gotten
coupons. Dave was sitting astride his bike as the attendant filled his tank. The man’s lack of
concentration caused a huge overflow of petrol which poured over both engine pots (they project
sideways) and sizzled and smoked in a menacing way. Only Dave’s loud cries of “bacca bacca” (stop,
stop!) prevented Dave’s gonads being blown into orbit. On one occasion when leaving the main road
to go down to the hotel/campsite complex we stopped for two ladies who were walking down the
heavily crenulated gravel road. As one of them mounted Dave’s bike she put her bare left foot onto
one of the exhaust boxes. I looked on aghast but not a grimace from the lady!
On another Rift Valley trip, I was on my own and got a puncture which was almost certainly
caused by an Acacia thorn penetrating the inner tube. I was carrying neither tools nor puncture repair
equipment so pushed the bike to the nearest dwelling, which forsooth happened to be a bar as well.
After sampling a couple of beers, I left the bike and got back to Addis by hitching. A few days later I
travelled down to the Rift by bus sporting a borrowed wheel and of course some tools. This puncture
incident obliged me to get a couple of spare inner tubes, these having to come from an agency in the
U.K. The parcel with the inner tubes came three weeks after ordering and I went to the post office to
collect it. N Now, in Ethiopia one had to open incoming parcels in front of post-office officials. This
was due to the paranoia of the military dictatorship that was running the country. I stood and watched
in horror as the man tried to open my brown paper packaged parcel with a huge Crocodile Dundee
type knife. When I saw what was likely to happen, I let out a begging plea (which turned into a feeble
whimper) for him to stop attacking my parcel with his huge weapon. It was no use. He cut a 3cm
long gash in one of tubes. I was in no position to argue! I did however make a point by slapping the
tube on the counter and suggested he cut it up and make elastic bands out of it.
The Langano trips became more frequent events but there was always an element of risk as
Sunday-driving was forbidden unless you were a diplomat or military officer. This was fine out in the
sticks, but we had to run the gauntlet as we reached the outskirts of Addis and made our way to the
flat. One very crisp early morning Dave and I were travelling down to Langano and we sought solace
in a little bar en route run by a most beautiful lady. After a couple of coffees, we dared have a brandy
apiece - then one more before we moved on. These brandy-stops became a regular feature on our trips,
irrespective of climatic conditions.
Now the bikes were heavy. Just how heavy I found out when I gracefully keeled over at a set of
robots (traffic lights) on my way to school. I was wearing plimsolls and my left shoelace got hooked
over the gear change lever, preventing me from getting my foot down as I pulled up. Happily, I got
help from the front man in the queue now forming, much to my acute embarrassment.
My carb’s used to get choked up with nodules of fibre every so often, a bit like cat fur forming
hairballs in their guts. Dave never experienced this. Despite all attempts to trace the origin of this
fairly regular problem (which of course caused the bike to splutter to a halt) we never solved the
mystery. Removing the white accumulations became an ongoing ritual and... - continued next page
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I learnt to live with it. We never had any major problems with the bikes which is just as well, me
not being a fan of messing around with engines and there not being spares available in Addis. I did
have difficulty some mornings getting the lick-start to do its job and it sometimes took about twenty
or more kicks for it to get the engine to burst into life. On one occasion when we were returning
to Addis, the inner clutch cable securing nipple broke off. I decided to leave the bike in the nearby
village and go back with Dave, me as pillion. Then I had a brainwave. I took off the front brake cable
which was longer than the clutch cable. This was solved by tying two knots in the cable and…it
worked, sufficient to get me back to town.
I must just mention the day of true divine intervention. Dave and Malcolm were off on a trip
and Malcolm (who had also got himself a Ural) got a puncture, which of course meant a wheel
removal. They could not shift one of the nuts and, being out in the sticks, were in despair when, from
out of the blue came an Ethiopian priest sporting a 2m long metal hooked staff. What they needed
was leverage and the staff did just the job and the priest showed no concern for the slight new bend on
his trademark possession.
By the way, if you want to buy a new Ural 650 today it will set you back over 15,000 US
dollars! This is indeed steep for such a basic machine which, according to the internet is largely
unchanged since its heyday. Dave and I bought our bikes for the equivalent of about two month’s
salary (about £900 at the time). During our stay in Addis, another 8 teachers at our school bought
motorbikes including two more Urals but all the others were smaller machines. Checking up a couple
of things on the internet, I was surprised to read that Adventure Rider magazine has described the Ural
650 as the most unreliable bike in the world! Maybe - but they did us well enough and I look back on
those days biking in Ethiopia with much happiness and cherish those fine memories.
By Clive Denby with help from Dave Saunders

Feb 2019						

Editors Notes: Clive Denby (b.1950) took up teaching at the age of 36, having worked previously in
wildlife conservation. He taught geography and biology in seven African countries, providing him
with 27 wonderful years in that continent. In Ethiopia he had a Ural 650 bike and later while working
in Botswana he had a Honda Goldwing 1100.
Whilst in Swaziland he wrote a weekly half page article entitled Science Matters for the national
newspaper - this ran for nearly 5 years. The articles featured any aspect of science (biology, chemistry, ecology, medicine, scientists, inventions etc) which was delivered in a light and humorous style
- ‘popular science’ - using analogies where possible. He has now retired and spends his time writing,
playing guitar and ruminating on what it all means.
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THE MOTORCYCLE LAW GROUP
Three-Wheeled Automobiles Should Not be Classified as Motorcycles

April 30, 2019
This month, the Motorcycle Riders Foundation (MRF) announced the introduction of a
letter to the National Highway Traﬃc Safety Administration (NHTSA) regarding the current
federal definition of motorcycles. NHTSA defines a motorcycle as a motor vehicle with
motive power having a seat or saddle for the use of the rider and designed to travel on not
more than three wheels in contact with the ground. With the recent proliferation of three
wheeled automobiles such as the Polaris Slingshot and the Campagna T-Rex, this definition
is no longer adequate. A motor vehicle equipped with a foot-controlled accelerator and a
steering wheel should not fall under the definition of a motorcycle merely because it has
three wheels.
Many motorcycle rights organizations have addressed this issue on the state level.
The majority of states now have a classification of motor vehicle called an autocycle.
Although definitions can vary from state to state, the following is a typical autocycle
definition: “Autocycle means a three-wheeled motor vehicle that has a steering wheel and
seating that does not require the operator to straddle or sit astride and is manufactured to
comply with federal safety requirements for motorcycles. Except as otherwise provided, an
autocycle shall not be deemed to be a motorcycle.”
One of the reasons that state motorcycle rights organizations are addressing this
issue is to prevent these vehicles, which are growing in popularity, from being included in
motorcycle crash data. Including motor vehicles that are not actually motorcycles in the
corresponding crash data negatively impacts our data. However, the manufacturers of
three wheeled automobiles prefer to have their vehicles classified as motorcycles because
it avoids them having to meet federal automotive safety standards. This allows them to
manufacture these vehicles at a lower cost than if they were forced to meet the safety
standards for automobiles. The autocycle definition above was written so as to take that
concern into consideration.
While addressing this issue on the state level helps, until it is addressed on the federal
level we will continue to see three-wheeled automobiles included in motorcycle crash data.
We will also, as the recent announcement by the MRF so aptly put it, continue to have “a
patchwork of rules and regulations at the state level for licensing, registration and insurance.”
We will continue to have instances where a person buys an autocycle in one state, only to
find that when he moves to another state that he now owns a motorcycle, albeit one with a
steering wheel and a gas pedal. It is time for uniformity with regard to this issue. It is time to
take a look at the federal definitions of motor vehicles and bring those definitions in line with
what is actually being operated on our roadways today. As always, if you have any questions
or comments about anything that I have written, please feel free to contact me.
Matt Danielson
McGrath, Danielson, Sorrell & Fuller
The Motorcycle Law Group
1-800-321-8968 Motorcyclelawgroup.com
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REFLECTIONS
Lone Wolves And Iconoclasts
By Jack Applebaum, CMA

During a presidential campaign many years ago, it was reported that two of the key Democratic
presidential candidates were influenced by the same mentor. Their mutual mentor was characterized
as an Iconoclast of the 60’s. As they say, if you remember the 60’s, you weren’t there. As a kid, I was
pretty oblivious to world events in the 60’s, but I was keenly aware of my surroundings in the 70’s
which is when some of the fruit of the 60’s began to really take effect.
In high school (mid-70’s for me), I took an American History class which required that some
class time be spent in debate with the teacher selecting the subject – “Lincoln was a racist; Attack
or Defend.” “The Spanish-American War was lost by the Spanish due to their stupidity and not
American superiority; Attack or Defend.” The teacher was a deconstructionist (Iconoclast) of the
first order. She didn’t seem to like the country that gave her the freedom to ridicule and deride it, and
I often stood alone in defending conventional wisdom while others sought her favor and the grade.
Still, she gave me “A’s” when I proved Lincoln to be an effective, campaigning politician and that
steel ships beat wooden boats every time. Nevertheless, the Iconoclasts have continued to chip away
at ideas – God’s laws – that seem good and right – “don’t steal, don’t murder, etc.”
And then, there are the “Lone Wolves.” There are some bikers that want to be the “Lone Wolf.”
The thinking might be that while wolves run in packs and are dangerous, this lone wolf doesn’t need
the pack. This lone wolf is plenty dangerous all by himself. This lone wolf doesn’t need anyone
other than a bunch of admirers to notice his lone wolfness (yeah, it’s not a word, but you get the
idea). Hollywood has glamorized the guy who works alone, goes against the grain, and is somehow
wonderfully and darkly dangerous. In reality and in the wild, the wolf that is without a pack tends to
not survive as long or as well as those wolves that work together.
I’ve had opportunities to observe “Lone Wolves”. Based on conversations that I’ve had with
them (some with “Lone Wolf” actually printed on their business card), I’ve found some of them to be
more alone than “lone wolf”. I’ve found some of them wondering why they’re having such a hard
time in life. Hollywood says “be the Lone Wolf and break the rules.” Jesus says “Follow me.”
Being a “Lone Wolf” or Iconoclast can, in some cases, get you hurt. Riding your motorcycle
the wrong way on a one-way street would be a good example. Just think of the cars coming at you as
God’s laws with the intention of getting you turned around - ouch. Consider a Sunday morning ride to
a church near you. That could prove to be a very good direction to be headed.
WWW.MOTORCYCLETIMES.COM
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BACKFIRE

Snippets of motorcycling lore
We all heard about the growing pains suffered by Wankel engines in
automobiles. Mazda is still pursuing development of rotary engines for use
in their cars, but other car builders have pretty much given up on the rotary
engine idea for the time being. Ongoing problems with seals and related
issues kept rotary engines away from production until those problems were
solved. Needless to say, the rotary engine gained a bad name and is still held in
some doubt. It may surprise us to know that the same pains were inflicted on
motorcycles when builders tried them.
The first of these brave attempts was the DKW model W2000 built in
1974. It had a single rotor, air cooled mill. The VanVen OCR followed in 1978
with a water cooled, twin rotor, version. Neither one lasted long in production.
Then there was the RE5 Suzuki. It, too, sported a water cooled twin rotor
Wankel. Inherent problems with rotary engines were already recognized and
corrective actions taken. But Suzuki management went a step farther. They
shipped a spare engine with every motorcycle they supplied to the dealer.
Although not intended as a spare for the buyer, the customer benefited
incidentally, behind the scenes. The scheme was designed to benefit the dealer.
Spare engines were needed to swap for broken ones which were to be returned
to the factory for repair because dealers were not equipped to service rotary
engines and their mechanics were not trained for such work. How about
that for marketing foresight? It probably helped move more bikes to dealer
showrooms; wonder if it helped sell more RE5 Suzukis. (Al Karasa)
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TOP EVENTS BROUGHT TO YOU BY

KARMA CYCLES
Rolling Thunder “Last ride” from Eastern Shore To DC
May 26 2019

Open To The Public � Hosted by Hogs and Heroes Foundation, Inc. MD-8
Meet at Royal Farms, 7900 Royalty Way, Salisbury, Maryland 21801

Rolling Thunder 2019- HNH MD8 would be honored to invite all riders to participate in the final demonstration run to honor the memory of those Veterans we
lost. There is a deeper meaning to the demonstration run attached in this feed. It
is not a parade. We will meet at ROFO on the bypass and leave by 5:15am.
Pickup points along route: ROFO Easton and ROFO Grasonville, MD (final gas
up) then on to Laurel Old Glory H-D, then 8:30am KSU police escorted to Pentagon parking lot.
We have not done this ride for two years. Depending upon the interest and
amount of community members, we may need to split into two groups. Setting
the expectations early in the game. ALL ARE WELCOME, but please ensure bikes
are serviced and you are prepared to ride this distance in one day to include the
demonstration ride thru DC
Our entire crew welcomes the community to come and ride with us! Jb

Green Knights Mmc Chapter #74 May Meeting
129 W Main St, Elkton, MD 21921-5559
Saturday May 11at 11 AM – 12 PM

Our May meeting will be held at the American Legion Cecil Post 15 in Elkton, MD.
We welcome all currently serving members of Active Duty, National Guard, Reserves, Coast Guard,
DoD Civilians and Military Retirees to join us.
Find us on FaceBook

Rock Hall Fire Company Spring Bike Fest
Saturday, May 18, 2019 at 1 PM – 4 PM

The Rock Hall Volunteer Fire Company will host the 2019 Spring Bike Fest on Saturday, May 18th,
2019 from 1-4 P.M. at the Rock Hall Fire House. Admission is $5.00/Bike. Games, contest classes,
trophies, barbecue, cold beverages, promotional giveaways, vendors, live music, 50/50 raﬄe. Rock
Hall is a charming Chesapeake Bay village with miles of shoreline, public docking and many
marinas. Rock Hall has been an important part of the historical fabric of the Eastern Shore.

PLEASE NOTE KARMA CYCLES’ NEW HOURS
STILL OPEN FIVE DAYS A WEEK! THURSDAY THROUGH MONDAY
10AM - 6PM
WWW.MOTORCYCLETIMES.COM

Harley-Davidson Certified Technician

2934 Ocean Gateway (Rt. 50), Cambridge, MD 21613

Parts
Service
Repair
Customization
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